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Writing in the early 1970s, German theologian Karl Rahner SJ asked a poignant 

question of us all (Christian at the Crossroad, New York: Crossroad, 1975, p. 62-

69). “How then does God ordinarily speak to a person in prayer?” he asked. In 

prayer, Rahner observed, we usually speak words toward God, but God does not 

ordinarily speak words back to us in the same fashion. God speaks, he said, not 

many words, but a single word. And the word divinely spoken is nothing less than 

the very life of the one who prays, that life as oriented toward the loving God. I 

am the one who is spoken. To enter into my life, as a life flowing from and 

oriented toward God, is to pray. 

 

In Su’esu’e Manogi, Tui Atua Tupua Tamasese Ta’isi Tupuola Tufuga Efi 

(henceforth, Tui Atua) presents us with a Samoan prayer. Peering into his own 

and the entire spectrum of faasamoa, which is the meaning and ways of 

indigenous Samoan life and culture, Tui Atua reports back to us what he hears and 

sees as the “word” of his own very soul. This collection of essays is stitched 

together with care and precision, gathered and reflected by the fourteen essays by 
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Samoan scholars in the Festschrift, forming a single unity which carefully and 

painstakingly unfolds like a quilt of many pieces.  

 

Knowing the man himself, I could feel the alofa with which he worked in the 

storytelling and fable-making work of this collection. Tui Atua’s own sense of 

compassion and mercy, of patience and perspective, are what drive the project. To 

the person from outside the faasamoa, this loving work becomes a faletele, the 

large meeting space in which visitors are met and made welcome.  

 

But the title of this work invokes another interpretation of what feels like a 

Samoan prayer. The collection here presented puts us all “in search of fragrance,” 

a suggestion that we explore the nuances of the ula or garland, made up of many 

flowers and plant parts, sweet with aroma. The sense of smell is deeply embedded 

in any culture. Our very body remembers. The smell of fresh soil, of the sea, of the 

home in which we were raised, of fire and cooking, of sex and love. Such smells 

lead us to a deeper place than mere intellectual pursuits ever can. And this 

collection of essays accomplishes that marvelously. 

 

To enter in my life is to pray. To enter into the complex, unfolding, rising and 

fading fragrances of faasamoa is to feel it in ones bones. It is to allow the 

faasamoa to become the seed for future generations and present fellows alike. For 

that reason alone, Su’esu’e Manogi is a great gift. It offers a sense of permanence 
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for the Samoan indigenous reference, as Tui Atua has come to refer to it. Human 

memory may fail. Modern cultural change may dilute the intensity of experience. 

But with this collection, Tui Atua has memorialized and made permanent the very 

faasamoa on which it reflects. 

 

Writing as a white man from European heritage and training, a papalagi, I am 

confronted by the history of religious tyranny that sought to visit upon Samoa an 

almost complete loss of culture. Working “in the name of God” the papalagi 

narrowed the truth to their own. Now, rather than allowing the Samoan people to 

“enter into their own lives” as a way of prayer, they were expected in ritual, 

lifestyle, and creed, to enter exclusively into the life of the papalagi. Naturally, a 

great cultural loss occurred which Tui Atua has lovingly revisited here, to restore 

and reconnect faasamoa with Christianity. The relationship between Christian – in 

Tui Atua’s case, specifically Roman Catholic – reference and the indigenous 

reference, is one that is explored often and with grace in this collection. Tui Atua 

moves between the two religious references with confidence and courage, 

suggesting in his very method that they hold equal status in his own search for 

meaning. Indeed, I once witnessed Tui Atua make a public presentation at a 

Catholic event, but he was in his own ula and titi (garland and skirt) and offered 

more a pae ma auli or Samoan meditation, than a Christian theological treatise.  
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Indeed, for Tui Atua, all faasamoa is an attitude toward God. It is for this reason 

that I boldly began this review by citing a Catholic, Christian theologian who 

would, I believe, find in Tui Atua’s approach, a reliance on the “deep truths” 

which are imbedded in every human being, ontologically present. 

 

Indeed, Karl Rahner himself would say that “humans are the event of God’s self-

communication” (Foundations of Christian Faith. New York: Crossroad, 1982. p. 

126). That self-communication of God comes through our very lives. It is not a 

substance from outside us, but the inner being, the ontological center of every 

human life. It is our essential being and the self-communication of God which has 

formed it.  

 

Drawing from Tui Atua’s deep spiritual home base in both Christianity and 

faasamoa, one senses a dimension of religion in him that is both more sensual and 

more natural. God has offered the divine self-communication to Tui Atua as a gift, 

that self-communication embedded in faasamoa and all it represents. Tui Atua has 

accepted that gift. God’s offer of the divine self to Tui Atua is not thus 

experienced by him merely alongside other objects of his transcendental 

experience, such as his capacity for free decision, or the ability to act responsibly, 

or even the ability to reach out to another in love. Rather, the divine offer is the 

very condition for the possibility of each. One senses that in Tui Atua’s life and 

spiritual reflection, this experience is very intimate. We know that for anyone, 
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such an experience of divine gift can be overlooked, suppressed, denied, or even 

falsely interpreted. But it can also be recognized and made a theme for reflection, 

which is what Tui Atua has done here.  

 

Thus, the chapters of this collection each open a window to the divine, to God’s 

self-communication in the Samoan way, it’s culture and customs, it’s traditions, in 

a word, the faasamoa. When one like me, an outsider to faasamoa peers through 

that window, even I catch glimpses of myself here. The universal nature of the 

truths being unfolded in the fables, myths, stories, and folklore is striking. Even if 

one cannot understand each story, or bit of history, or the language and symbols 

employed here, yet one senses the strong link among us all as we embrace that 

“universal existential” found within each of our lives. This embrace leads us all to 

transcendence.  

 

The person who is open to transcendence experiences mystery, not just as a distant 

horizon or intellectual pursuit, but as daily generosity, love, sexuality, forgiveness 

and intimacy. God's gift of the divine self is found in all these modes, and 

especially in forgiveness, with which Tui Atua’s writing is laced. Indeed, we can 

say that the experience of God's self-communication is "so universal, so 

unthematic and so 'unreligious' that it takes place, unnamed but really, wherever 

we are living out our existence" (Foundations, p. 132). 
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We offer Tui Atua our most sincere fa'afetai for these reflections and essays. You 

have given a gift to all future generations, not just to Samoans – although most 

certainly to Samoans – but also to the rest of us, no matter our own culture or 

heritage.  
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